Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Flowering plants possess two organelles with genomic DNA - plastids and mitochondria. Mitochondrial (mt) genomes are more variable than plastid genomes in both size and structure. MtDNA ranges in size from 66 kb (hemiparasitic mistletoe *Viscum scurruloideum*, \[[@CR1]\] up to 11 Mb (*Silene conica*, \[[@CR2]\]. Intergenic regions of unknown origin and DNA transferred from the nucleus or plastids are mainly responsible for this enormous size variation \[[@CR3]\], whereas the number of genes varies by only about two-fold across angiosperms. Most angiosperm mt genomes contain 24 to 41 protein coding genes, three genes for rRNA and a variable number of tRNA genes \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. Gene order is not conserved, and a general lack of synteny has been documented even at the intraspecific level \[[@CR6]--[@CR9]\].

Frequent rearrangements of plant mt genomes are primarily caused by intramolecular recombination. Homologous recombination across large repeats (\> 500 bp) is common and leads to an equilibrium among alternative genomic configurations \[[@CR10]\]. Recombination between shorter repeats is less frequent and may result in changes in stoichiometry of individual molecular variants \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\]. Microhomology-mediated recombination across very short repeats \< 50 bp \[[@CR14]\] is rare and may generate chimeric genes composed of fragments of mt genes and intergenic regions. The frequency of microhomology-mediated recombination is increased by mutations in the nuclear genes responsible for recombination surveillance such as *MUTS HOMOLOG 1* (*MSH1*) \[[@CR15]\] or *HOMOLOG OF BACTERIAL RECA 3* (*RECA3*) \[[@CR16]\].

Homologous recombination in plant mtDNA participates in the repair of double-strand breaks \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\], which arise due to DNA damage \[[@CR7]\]. Respiration in plant mitochondria requires electron transfer through the electron transport chain located in the inner membrane. The electron transport chain can also lead to the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as peroxides, superoxides, and hydroxyl radicals, which damage mtDNA \[[@CR19]\]. Whereas homologous recombination is associated with accurate DNA repair, alternative RECA-independent pathways e.g. break-induced replication are involved in error-prone repair, which generates major structural rearrangements and new repeats, which in turn serve as a substrate for additional recombination \[[@CR18], [@CR20], [@CR21]\].

Unlike the fast and dynamic structural evolution of plant mt genomes, substitution rates in mt genes are generally slow \[[@CR22]--[@CR24]\]. However, some phylogenetic lineages exhibit accelerated mt substitution rate, including the genus *Silene* \[[@CR25]\]. Substitution rates in this genus vary \> 100-fold across species \[[@CR2], [@CR26]\].

*Silene vulgaris* (bladder campion) shows only a slightly elevated mt substitution rate, but it exhibits high levels of within-species polymorphism in mtDNA, with variation not only in gene order and intergenic sequences, but also gene content in these already highly reduced genomes \[[@CR9]\]. The completely sequenced mt genomes of four *S. vulgaris* haplotypes are multichromosomal and highly rearranged. They contain numerous repeats of various sizes undergoing frequent recombination and generating chimeric open reading frames (ORFs), which may cause cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) \[[@CR9]\].

CMS is an example of a cyto-nuclear interaction, which results in the production of male sterile (female) and hermaphroditic plants \[[@CR27]\]. Mitochondrial-encoded CMS genes (often but not always chimeric ORFs) interfere with mt metabolism and prevent the development of viable pollen \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]. Their expression is inhibited by nuclear fertility-restorer (*Rf*) genes, which re-establish male fertility in hermaphroditic plants \[[@CR30]\]. The reproduction system termed gynodioecy is often caused by CMS. It is characterized by the co-occurrence of females and hermaphrodites in the same population and is widespread among flowering plants \[[@CR31]\]. Mitochondrial transmission in females of gynodioecious species may be augmented relative to hermaphrodites owing to exclusive resource allocation to ovules and avoidance of inbreeding depression \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\]. Models suggest that CMS genes can spread in the population if they are rare. When their frequency increases, pollen limitation may select for an increase of matching *Rf* genes, eliminating the selective advantage of the CMS gene. The whole scenario may repeat when a different CMS gene requiring distinct *Rf* invades the population \[[@CR32]\]. Such processes in individual populations have been hypothesized to establish balancing selection through negative frequency dependence, which maintains polymorphism of organellar genomes at metapopulation level \[[@CR32], [@CR34]\].

Sequence variation in plastid and mt loci is often higher in gynodioecious species than in their dioecious or hermaphroditic congeners, which could indicate the action of balancing selection \[[@CR35]--[@CR37]\]. The comparative study of *Silene nutans* and *Silene otites* by \[[@CR38]\] found a higher cytoplasmic diversity in gynodioecious *S. nutans* than in dioecious *S. otites* despite a faster mt substitution rate in the latter. High polymorphism of mtDNA in *S. vulgaris* \[[@CR39]--[@CR41]\] may, therefore, be related to its gynodioecious mating system.

*S. vulgaris* has been investigated in multiple population genetic studies \[[@CR41]--[@CR44]\], but a detailed understanding of the evolutionary processes responsible for its extremely rearranged and diverse mt genomes \[[@CR9]\] is still lacking. The comprehensive transcriptomic study of the mt haplotype KOV of *S. vulgaris* lacking chimeric ORFs revealed a mt long non-coding RNA associated with CMS \[[@CR45]\]. This finding suggests that CMS types in this species are very diverse. Detailed investigation of various CMS types associated with particular mt haplotypes of *S. vulgaris* may shed light on the complex processes shaping mt genomes in gynodioecious plants.

Here, we report the mt genome and transcriptome of a *S. vulgaris* specimen collected near Krasnoyarsk (Siberia, Russia) to expand the geographical sampling to Asia and to get detailed information about the mt haplotype, where the chimeric CMS candidate gene *bobt* composed of the pieces of the *ATP synthase subunit 1* (*atp1*) and *cytochrome c oxidase subunit2* (*cox2*) genes, was identified previously \[[@CR46]\]. We confirmed the chimeric *bobt* gene to be the most likely CMS factor. We also discovered that homologous recombination can move *bobt* immediately upstream of the essential gene for cytochrome b (*cob*), leading to their co-transcription. The ratio of the two configurations - *cob* under the control of *bobt* or under the control of its typical promoter -- varied among plants. In addition, we found that C-to-U RNA editing differed between the mt haplotypes KOV and KRA. We identified three independent losses of editing sites, which implies that the loss of editing sites can occur rapidly. These findings provide insights into the dynamics of mt genomes in natural populations with CMS.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Mitochondrial genome of *S. vulgaris* KRA {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------

The assembled mt genome of *S. vulgaris* KRA consists of five chromosomes, three of which lack any identifiable repeats that would allow recombination to merge them into a larger "master circle" conformation. Therefore, these chromosomes appear to be "autonomous" from the rest of the genome. The other two may be joined together by homologous recombination (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The size of the KRA genome (404,739 bp) falls within the range of four other mt genomes of *S. vulgaris* that were published previously \[[@CR9]\]. The same is true for KRA genome complexity (388 kb), which is the amount of unique sequence after the exclusion of duplicated regions. Eleven repeats \> 500 bp and 120 repeats \> 100 bp are responsible for the very dynamic character of the KRA genome. The provided circular maps (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1), therefore, represent only one of many alternative genomic configurations coexisting within the mitochondria of *S. vulgaris* KRA. Genic content (26 protein coding genes, 4 tRNA and 3 rRNA genes) account for 12.5% of the genome. A small portion (9875 bp; 2.4%) of the KRA genome was derived from plastid DNA. Only about one third of this (3675 bp) is unique to KRA, the remaining plastid inserts are shared with other *S. vulgaris* mt genomes \[[@CR9]\], which suggests their transfer from the plastids before the mt haplotypes diverged.Table 1Type, size, gene and G + C contents of the individual chromosomes of the mt genome of *S. vulgaris* KRAChr 1Chr 2Chr 3Chr 4Chr 5TypeMainNon-autonomousAutonomousAutonomousAutonomousSize (bp)37,30518,063948825781558G + C content (%)41.741.743.847.845.9Intact protein genes^a^232100tRNA genes40000rRNA genes30000GenBank accession numberMH455602MH455603MH455604MH455605MH455606^a^Gene counts include fragments that are *trans*-spliced with exons on other chromosomes to form an intact transcript, each gene was counted only onceFig. 1Schematic representation of five chromosome of the mt genome *S. vulgaris* KRA. Homologous recombination across the repeats \> 400 bp is depicted by the ribbons. Orange ribbons show the recombination between chromosome 1 and 2

The KRA mt genome most closely resembles the S9L genome, with which it shares more than 70% of sequence (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). However, about 14% of DNA is not similar to any known sequence (even those from other *S. vulgaris* haplotypes), which illustrates the extraordinary genetic variation in mt genomes within this species. The phylogenetic tree constructed from the concatenated sequences of mt protein genes confirms the relatedness of the KRA and S9L mt haplotypes (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}; Figure S2). The *atp6* gene encodes ATP synthase membrane subunit 6. Its homolog in S9L is highly divergent from other haplotypes of *S. vulgaris*, which have the same ancestral *atp6* sequence as *S. latifolia* \[[@CR9]\]. The KRA *atp6* haplotype does not share the single nucleotide substitutions with S9L, but it contains five unique polymorphic sites, two of which are non-synonymous, and lacks several polymorphic sites unique to KOV (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S1).Table 2Shared sequence content between pairs of *S. vulgaris* mt genomes. The number of chromosomes for each mt genome is given in parenthesesGenomeKOV (%)MTV (%)S9L (%)SD2 (%)KRA (%)Any (%)^a^All (%)^b^KOV (6)--54.256.453.150.974.931.1MTV (4)44.2--59.858.255.382.925.7S9L (7)47.161.1--54.973.291.226.6SD2 (4)44.358.254.1--54.681.726.0KRA (5)42.955.571.354--85.826.6^a^"Any" refers to the sequence content shared between the particular mt genome and at least one other mt genome of *S. vulgaris*^b^"All" refers to the the sequence content shared between the particular mt genome and all other mt genomes of *S. vulgaris*

The KRA and S9L mt genomes share homologous autonomous chromosomes. Chromosome 3 in the KRA genome and chromosome 6 in the S9L genome are nearly identical (similarity 99.94%) and contain the same genes. Autonomous chromosome 4 of the KRA genome (size 2578 bp) is similar to the smallest chromosomes in the other *S. vulgaris* genomes \[[@CR9]\] (Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3). It contains no genes, but it shares a short region of occasional transcription with KOV chromosome 6 \[[@CR45]\]. Sequence similarity of the shared region across five completely sequenced mt genomes of *S. vulgaris* is 96--98%, when only nucleotide substitutions, not indels, were taken into account. A putative RNA hairpin structure is located within this area.

Structure of two small autonomous chromosomes in the KRA mt genome {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

All four previously sequenced *S. vulgaris* mt genomes \[[@CR9]\] share a small autonomous chromosome with similar nucleotide sequence to chromosome 4 in the KRA mt genome. However, unlike in these other haplotypes, this chromosome is not the smallest one in the mt KRA genome. Chromosome 5 is sized only 1558 bp. It harbors no genes and the majority of its sequence shows no similarity to any GenBank record. A repeat of 287 nt is shared with chromosome 1 (94% similarity), but no recombinant sequence reads were identified.

We employed Southern hybridization to gain insight into the structure of the small chromosomes. When total DNA extracted from leaves or flower buds was digested with *Bgl*II, cutting both chromosomes only once, the fragments corresponding to the expected sizes of linearized chromosomes were obtained (Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). No additional fragments recombinant confirmations were observed, except for a very faint band matching the size of a linear dimer of the chromosome 4, which could have arisen from an incomplete digestion (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Structure of the autonomous chromosome 4 of *S. vulgaris* KRA. Southern blot hybridization probed with 626 bp long sequence specific to chromosome 4. Total DNAs were extracted from leaf (L) or flower bud (B) tissues of two female (F) and two hermaphroditic (H) plants. DNAs were either digested with the restriction enzyme *Bgl*II recognizing a single site in chromosome 4 (right), treated with nickase *Nb.Bss*SI capable of introducing one single-strand cut in chromosome 4 (middle), or not digested at all (left). Molecular weight standards were loaded on both sides of the 1% agarose gel. Black arrows point to the bands corresponding to linear monomer (2.56 kb) or dimer (5.12 kb) of chromosome 4. White arrows point to the supercoiled monomer or open (relaxed) circle monomer or oligomersFig. 3Structure of the autonomous chromosome 5 of *S. vulgaris* KRA. Southern blot hybridization probed with 626 bp long sequence specific to the chromosome 5. Total DNAs were extracted from leaf (L) or flower bud (B) tissues of female (F) and hermaphroditic (H) plants. DNAs were digested with the restriction enzyme *Bgl*II recognizing a single site in chromosome 5 (right), treated with nickase *Nb*.*Bsr*D1 capable of introducing one single-strand cut in chromosome 5 (middle), or not digested at all (left). The arrows point at the bands corresponding to open (relaxed) circle, linear (1.56), or supercoiled monomer of chromosome 5

Undigested DNA hybridized with a chromosome 4-specific probe provided the most complex banding pattern. To distinguish supercoiled and relaxed (open) circle structures, we digested DNA with nickase Nb.*Bss*SI, which is predicted to generate a single-strand break in one position of chromosome 4. The fastest migrating band and some additional bands were not present after the Nb.*Bss*SI treatment, which implied their supercoiled structure. The remaining bands may correspond to relaxed forms of various oligomers. Interestingly, the banding pattern of undigested DNA extracted from leaves resembled the pattern obtained after digestion with nickase (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The differences between banding patterns of undigested DNA from leaves and flower buds (from which the previous samples were derived) are therefore caused by a different proportion of supercoiled molecules between the two organs.

DNA hybridized with the probe specific to a unique region of chromosome 5 generated a less complex pattern (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Only one band, corresponding to the relaxed monomer, was detected after the treatment with nickase Nb*.Bsr*DI. The three bands observed in the undigested DNA may be therefore interpreted as relaxed, linear, and supercoiled monomers, similar to the general structure of bacterial plasmids. We observed the differences in the content of the supercoiled form between leaves and flower buds, but not in all plants. Unlike chromosome 4, no band corresponding to oligomers of chromosome 5 was found. No differences in banding patterns between female (F) and hermaphroditic (H) plants were observed by any treatment.

We applied qPCR to estimate the copy number of chromosome 4 and chromosome 5 relative to *rrn18*, which is present in a single copy on the main chromosome 1 (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). The measurements indicated that the small chromosomes existed in several copies for each copy of chromosome 1. The relative copy numbers of chromosome 4 and 5 were significantly lower in floral buds than in leaves (ANOVA, *p* \< 0.023 for chromosome 4, *p* \< 0.000001 for chromosome 5). No significant differences were found between the genders. In contrast, the copy numbers of chromosomes 4 and 5 relative to nuclear rDNA were similar in leaves and flower buds, and no statistically significant differences were found between the genders (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 4Copy numbers of chromosome 4 and chromosome 5 of the KRA mt genome. Copy numbers were estimated with qPCR relative to mt 18S rDNA (**a**), or relative to nuclear 18S rDNA (**b**). Statistically significant differences were detected between leaves and flower buds when mt 18S rDNA was used as a reference (*p* \< 0.023 for chromosome 4, *p* \< 0.000001 for chromosome 5), but not with nuclear 18S rDNA as a reference. B -- flower buds, L -- leaves, F -- females, H - hermaphrodites

Homologous recombination across cob and atp6 repeats {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------------

The outcome of intramolecular homologous recombination depends on the orientation of repeats. Recombination across direct repeats results in excision of the inter-repeat region and generation of a separate DNA molecule, whereas recombination across inverted repeats leads to the inversion of the inter-repeat region (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 5Homologous recombination across direct and inverted repeats.Homologous recombination across direct repeats results in the formation of a separate circular DNA molecule (**a**), homologous recombination across inverted repeats results in the inversion of the inter-repeat region (**b**)

The complete *cob* and *atp6* genes are found on chromosome 2, whereas a chimeric ORF (343 amino acids) containing partial sequences of *cob* located at position 118,360 on chromosome 1 (1.118360 (orf) (343)) and another chimeric ORF (230 amino acids) containing a portion of *atp6* also residing on chromosome 1 (1.119388 (orf) (230)). Recombination across the 636 bp long *atp6* repeat, or across the repeat comprised of 454 bp of *cob* coding sequence and 37 bp of sequence upstream of *cob*, can join these sequences from chromosomes 1 and 2 together. The joint chromosome contains the two repeat pairs in alternating configuration -- the *atp6* repeat is placed next to the *cob* repeat (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a). Homologous recombination across *atp6* (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b) changes the orientation of the *cob* repeats and vice versa (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c). When inverted repeats gain the direct orientation, additional recombination across them generates a separate DNA molecule, and chromosome 2 is re-established (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}d, e). All of these predictions about the effects of recombination on alternative genome rearrangements have been confirmed by Southern blots.Fig. 6Diagram of homologous recombination across *cob* and *atp6*. The *cob* and partial *cob* sequences are green; the *atp6* and partial *atp6* sequences are grey. The conformation with all the genes located on the same DNA molecule (the joint chromosome KRA_1 and KRA_2) is depicted in the middle of the chart (**a**). *atp6* and partial *atp6* as well as *cob* and partial *cob* are in inverted orientation. Recombination across inverted repeats leads to the inversion between them; the DNA molecule is preserved. After the inversion, either the *cob* (top - **b**) or the *atp6* (bottom - **c**) repeats become directly oriented. The recombination across them generates an independent circular molecule, the semiautonomous chromosome KRA_2 (**d**, **e**). The *cob* gene is located downstream of the chimeric gene *bobt* on the chromosome KRA_2, and it is co-transcribed with it. In contrast, the *cob* gene is under the control of its own promoter in two conformations of the joint chromosome

Homologous recombination across *atp6* or *cob* repeats not only maintains 'recombinational equilibrium' \[[@CR47]\] between either separate or merged conformations of chromosome 1 and chromosome 2. It also profoundly impacts transcription of the *cob* gene. This essential gene is placed downstream of chimeric gene *bobt* and they are co-transcribed when they are located on chromosome 2, whereas it represents an independent transcription unit in two of the three possible recombinant configurations of the joint chromosome (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a, b; Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4d). Thus, homologous recombination releases *cob* from the transcriptional control of *bobt*, a candidate CMS gene in *S. vulgaris* \[[@CR46]\].

We performed Southern hybridizations to confirm the existence of various genomic configurations of the *cob* gene and to get approximate estimates of their abundances. The *cob* gene with its genuine promoter (similar to the *cob* promoter regions of the other *S. vulgaris* haplotypes) is present on the *Bgl*II fragment 6.57 kb, whereas the *bobt*-*cob* co-transcription unit is placed on the *Bgl*II fragment 5.73 kb. The *Bgl*II fragments 2.75 kb and 1.91 kb correspond to two variants containing a partial *cob* sequence (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Most plants showed higher intensity of the 5.73 kb band corresponding to the *bobt*-*cob* co-transcription unit. The intensities of the 6.57 kb and 5.73 kb bands varied across individuals, which suggests that the proportion of particular *cob* configuration is variable among individual plants and does not correlate with gender, which suggests that it does not participate in CMS. The occurrence of recombination across *cob* and *atp6* repeats was also confirmed by Southern hybridization of genomic DNA digested with *Eco*RI (Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5).Fig. 7Recombination across *cob* repeat. The positions of the *Bgl*II sites in the vicinity of cob sequences are shown for four recombinant configurations. Southern blot probed with *cob* sequences is shown on the right. Total DNA was extracted from leaf tissues of three female and four hermaphroditic plants and digested with *Bgl*II. The sizes of the fragments corresponding to the respective recombinant configurations are given in kb. The sizes of the molecular standard in kb are shown on the right

Mitochondrial transcriptome of *S. vulgaris* KRA {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------------

The KRA mt genome contains five chimeric ORFs \> 300 bp (Additional file [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6), which represent CMS candidate genes. To evaluate their expression in the context of an entire mt genome in F and H individuals, we constructed a mt transcriptome of this haplotype. We compared depth of coverage and transcript editing in full-sib F and H plants from the same cross, to reveal differentially expressed genes or genomic regions associated with CMS in the KRA haplotype.

Differential gene expression between H and F individuals {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------------

We examined read coverage of mt protein genes, ORFs \> 300 bp, and intergenic transcribed regions ('transcription islands'). Because rRNA was eliminated before cDNA library construction and small RNAs (\< 100 nt) were lost during RNA extraction, their depth of coverage was not evaluated.

The *atp1* and *ATP synthase 9* (*atp9)* genes were the most highly expressed features, whereas *ribosomal protein L5 (rpl5*) and the plasmid-derived *DNA polymerase* (*dpo*) gene showed little or no coverage, suggesting these genes may not be functional (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Data Set 1). Unlike other genes, *maturase R* (*matR)* was not covered evenly, a sharp drop in depth of coverage was observed in the middle part of this gene as previously reported in KOV \[[@CR45]\]. The marginal parts of *matR* encode the RT and X domains and they may exist as two separate mRNAs in mt transcriptomes of *S. vulgaris*. Depth of coverage of introns was on average lower than depth of coverage of exons. However, some introns were covered to the same level as adjacent exons, e.g. *NADH dehydrogenase subunit 5* (*nad5*) intron 4 (Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4b).

Depth of coverage was consistent across all six individuals and in general similar between F and H plants in the *S. vulgaris* haplotype KRA. The *bobt* gene harboring a 708 bp long chimeric ORF composed of portions of the *atp1* and *cox2* genes and of unknown sequence was highly differentially expressed (Additional file [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6). This chimera was reported to be associated with CMS in the *S. vulgaris* haplotypes KRA and MTV \[[@CR46]\]. We found \> 3-fold higher depth of coverage of the *bobt*-specific region in F than in H plants. The difference in the coverage between the genders was lower when an entire gene was considered owing to the *atp1-* and *cox2*-derived reads mapping to the homologous parts of the chimera (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Data Set 1). We validated abundances of *bobt* transcripts in 20 F and 20 H plants from three different controlled crosses by means of RT qPCR. The transcript levels were significantly higher in F than in H individuals, both in leaves and flower buds (ANOVA, *p* \< 0.001), whereas the DNA copy number of the *bobt* gene was the same in the two genders and organs (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 8Copy numbers and expression of the chimeric gene *bobt*. Copy numbers were estimated with qPCR relative to mt 18S rDNA (**a**); relative expression was normalized with mt 18S rRNA (**b**). Statistically significant differences (*p* \< 0.001) between genders (marked with asterisks) were detected in gene expression, not in copy numbers. B --flower buds, L -- leaves, F -- females, H -- hermaphrodites

The long chimeric ORF (1029 bp) contains the 5′ portion of the *cob* gene, which represents one of two repeat pairs enabling the recombination between chromosome 1 and chromosome 2. It is placed downstream of *bobt* in two of three possible configurations of the joint chromosome (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Because the depth of coverage estimation is biased by *cob*-derived reads, only the portion of the sequence unique to this ORF was considered when analyzing this region. About 7-fold higher dept. of coverage was found in F than in H plants (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Data Set 2). The 1029-bp ORF is co-transcribed with *bobt* in some configurations, therefore a higher transcription from the *bobt* promoter is most likely responsible for the higher expression of this chimeric ORF in F than H plants. However, the coverage of this region was low even in F individuals (8-fold lower than *bobt* coverage), which makes possible function of this chimeric ORF in CMS less probable.

Depth of coverage was also very low for two other chimeric ORFs -- 1.119388 (orf) (230) and 1.231562 (orf) (292) (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Data Set 2). The last of five chimeric ORFs under investigation - 247,212 (orf) (154) -- was highly transcribed owing to its location just downstream of *cytochrome c oxidase* (*cox1*) and showed no differences in depth of coverage between the genders. None of the additional 34 ORFs \> 300 bp showed differential expression that would be consistent with a role as a CMS gene. Therefore, we can conclude that the *bobt* gene is the most likely CMS candidate among the ORFs under study in the *S. vulgaris* haplotype KRA.

There are 33 'transcription islands' in the KRA genome. Some of them (1.173375(2500), 1.258075(300), or 1.287325(500)) exhibited as much as a 2- to 3-fold difference in depth of coverage between F and H plants. Thus, it is possible that the RNAs encoded by these features could play a role in CMS. The highest difference in depth of coverage between the genders among mt protein genes was recorded in *cytochrome c biogenesis Fn* (*ccmFn*), which had about 3-fold more coverage in H than in F. This distinction is similar to the difference in *ccmFn* expression between F and H plants reported in *S. vulgaris* haplotype KOV \[[@CR45]\].

RNA editing differences between two mt genomes of *S. vulgaris* {#Sec8}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We identified 417 unique C to U editing sites in the mt genome of *S. vulgaris* KRA, 302 of them located in protein-coding regions, 16 of them in type II introns. The remaining 99 edits were found in UTRs, ORFs, 'transcription islands', or in intergenic regions that were not classified as 'transcription islands'. Editing sites in rRNAs and tRNAs were not evaluated due to their biased coverage influenced by rRNA elimination and tRNA loss in RNA extraction. Two hundred sixty-three editing sites in protein-coding genes were non-synonymous. Editing rates were similar between F and H plants (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Data Set 4).

We compared the comprehensive mt editome of *S. vulgaris* KRA with the previously published analysis of editing sites in the haplotype *S. vulgaris* KOV \[[@CR47]\]. The loss of editing site caused by the substitution of C to T were recorded in the *nad5*, *cytochrome c biogenesis B* (*ccmB)* and *cytochrome c biogenesis Fc* (*ccmFc*) genes in KRA. The corresponding sites are edited in *S. latifolia*, whereas they have been lost in the haplotypes of *S. vulgaris* MTV, SD2, and S9L. All three sites are non-synonymous, but the loss of editing does not result in a change in protein sequence because of the C to T substitution in the DNA sequence. In addition, a loss of editing was found in the *atp6* portion of the chimeric ORF 1.119388(orf)(230). Interestingly, the editing site in the homologous position of the *atp6* gene was preserved. New editing was revealed in four sites. Their rate of editing was low and except for the edit in *ccmC*, they were silent, not affecting amino acid sequence (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Differences in editing in protein coding genes between *S. vulgaris* mt genomes KOV and KRAGenePositionKRAKOVMTVSD2S9L*S. lati foliaS. nocti flora*EffectLoss of editing *nad5*1580TC \> T (0.97)TTTC \> TTTCA (S) = \> TTA (L) *ccmB*28TC \> T (0.91)TTTC \> TC \> TCAT (H) = \> TAT (Y) *ccmFc*1145TC \> T (0.96)TTTC \> TTCCA (P) = \> CTA (L) *atp6* partial839TC \> T (0.96)CCCC \> TTACA (T) = \> ATA (I)New editing *ccmC*584C \> T (0.14)CCCCCCACC (T) = \> ATC (I) *cox2*786C \> T (0.16)CCCCCTSilent ACC (T) = \> ACT (T) *cox3*225C \> T (0.15)CCCCCCSilent ACC (T) = \> ACT (T) *atp1*555C \> T (0.18)CAACACSilent ATC (I) = \> ATT (I)Large differences in editing rates *nad7*926C \> T (0.87)C \> T (0.09)CCCC \> TTTCA (S) = \> TTA (L) *mttB*25C \> T (0.17)C \> T (0.96)CCCCASilent CTG (L) = \> TTG (L) *mttB*373C \> T (0.26)C \> T (0.96)CCCC \> TCCTT (L) = \> TTT (F) *mttB*527C \> T (0.02)C \> T (0.85)CCCC \> TCTCG (S) = \> TTG (L)The sequence/editing in the corresponding positions in three additional *S. vulgaris* mt genomes and in two *Silene* species are shown. Editing in the MTV, SD2, and S9L haplotypes was not investigated; only sequence information is given. Editing rate, if available, is stated in parentheses. Editing rates higher than 0.8 in one haplotype and lower than 0.3 in the other one were considered highly different

In general, there was a correlation in editing rates between *S. vulgaris* KRA and *S. vulgaris* KOV in both synonymous and non-synonymous sites (Additional file [9](#MOESM9){ref-type="media"}: Figure S7), with higher editing rates in non-synonymous sites, but several outliers were discovered. Three of four sites with highly distinct editing rates were non-synonymous, changing the amino acid composition of encoded proteins (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). It means that, despite identical DNA sequence, the NADH dehydrogenase subunit 7 (Nad7) and MttB proteins can differ between *S. vulgaris* KRA and *S. vulgaris* KOV. The *mttB* gene is the most variable gene between the two haplotypes in terms of editing, with three highly differentially edited positions.

To determine whether within-species polymorphism exists in the nuclear *twin arginine protein translocation system B* (*tatB*) gene, which codes for nucleus-encoded protein, interacting with MttB \[[@CR48], [@CR49]\], we retrieved *tatB* sequences from cytoplasmic portions of the KRA and KOV transcriptomes of *S. vulgaris*. We identified 14 segregating sites among 12 individuals, 8 sites were non-synonymous. The number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site was 0.035, the number of non-synonymous substitutions per non-synonymous site was 0.014, as estimated by DnaSP. Only a single allele was shared by the KOV and KRA plants, each individual was heterozygous. Polymorphism in the nuclear *tatB* gene may have compensated the variation in the MttB protein generated by editing of invariant primary transcripts of *mttB*.

Editing rates in intronic positions between the KRA and KOV haplotypes are highly correlated (Additional file [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6c). This supports the function of highly edited sites in stabilizing secondary RNA structure of introns. The KRA mt genome harbors one extra editing site in *nad4* intron 2.3 which was lost in the KOV haplotype (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Data Set 5), but in neither of the other *S. vulgaris* haplotypes, nor in *S. latifolia*. Information about editing is missing for the remaining haplotypes, but the high editing rate (0.84) in KRA and the substitution to a T in KOV suggests a functional importance of this position.

The KOV and KRA haplotypes share only about 50% of their overall sequence content and only one third of intergenic regions. Despite a high sequence divergence, they contain transcribed intergenic regions with homologous editing positions. Interestingly, a moderately edited position in the 'transcription island' 1.371387(450) in the KRA haplotype was lost in the KOV haplotype (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Data Set 4). Because this C to T substitution is the only polymorphism in 200 nt long homologous region, editing in this position in the KRA genome may not be a side effect of editing machinery operating primarily at other sites, but it may be necessary to fulfill some function.

Discussion {#Sec9}
==========

Small chromosomes of the mt genome KRA resemble circular bacterial plasmids {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The mt genome of the Asian haplotype of *S. vulgaris* KRA collected near Krasnoyarsk (Russia) \[[@CR46]\] represents the fifth completely sequenced mt genome of this gynodioecious species. It further expands an extraordinarily large range of mtDNA variation in *S. vulgaris*. About 14% of the KRA mt genome is unique, not matching any GenBank record, including the other four mt genome sequences from this species. It is the most similar to the S9L mt genome originating from plants collected in Virginia (USA), and least similar to the KOV mt genome from the European population growing near Prague (Czech Republic) \[[@CR9]\].

The multichromosomal mt genomes of KRA and S9L share one autonomous chromosome 9.5 kb in length (chromosome 6 in S9L, chromosome 3 in KRA) which is nearly identical in sequence (99.94%) between the two mt genomes, differing only by 6 substitutions. This high level of similarity contrasts with the second homologous pair -- small chromosome 7 in S9L (JQ771316, 6.5 kb) and chromosome 4 in KRA (MH455605, 2.6 kb). They differ by large indels and their homologous regions are similar only between 94 and 97% nucleotide identity. Supposing that homologous chromosomes originate from the common ancestor of KRA and S9L and, thus, have both been diverging for the same amount of time, the discrepancy in evolutionary rate between the two pairs of homologous chromosomes is very high. Evolutionary rates are known to vary among mt protein coding genes \[[@CR50]\], including *atp9* evolving faster than other mt genes in *Silene* \[[@CR26]\]. The rate of sequence evolution was also found to be very high in mitochondrial plasmids \[[@CR51]\], which may be explained if they use a distinct replication/repair machinery. Accordingly, small chromosomes may be replicated/repaired differently from the rest of mt genome including the autonomous 9.5 kb chromosome. Whereas chromosome 3 in KRA (9.5 kb) shows an equimolar ratio with the main chromosome, the copy number of small chromosome 4 in KRA was about 4- to 8-fold higher, with more in leaves that in flower buds. The differences in the molar ratio of small and large mt chromosomes between the plant organs could be another signature of a distinct mode of DNA replication or maintenance. However, unlike mitochondrial plasmids, neither chromosome 4 in KRA nor its homologs in the other sequenced mt genomes of *S. vulgaris* encode any proteins. Because they do not code for their own replication or repair enzymes, they have to rely on nuclear-encoded replication and repair machinery like the rest of the mt genome.

Not only the copy numbers, but also the structure of chromosome 4 differed between flower buds and leaves. Fragments corresponding to supercoiled DNA prevailed in buds, whereas relaxed circles originating from supercoils by single-strand breaks similar to the structures produced by nicking enzyme were dominant in leaves. The observed variation may be caused by differential damage between leaves and buds during DNA extraction, but they may also reflect differences in mtDNA structure between the two organs. The changes of physical structure of small chromosomes are in agreement with the decline in mtDNA integrity and copy number during individual development as reported by \[[@CR52], [@CR53]\] in maize.

Although the lack of coding capacity and any sequence similarity in general make it difficult to speculate about the role of small chromosomes in *S. vulgaris*, we may hypothesize that (1) they are selfish DNA elements utilizing replication machinery of plant mitochondria for their propagation, or (2) that they perform some function. The presence of small chromosomes in all five completely sequenced mt genomes of *S. vulgaris* from three continents and the conservancy of the occasionally transcribed areas seem support the view that small chromosomes carry some function, but the maintenance of the small mt chromosomes as a by-product of replication or recombination cannot be ruled out.

Unlike other sequenced mt genomes of *S. vulgaris*, the KRA mt genome contains another small chromosome, which is only 1.5 kb long. Its sequence is unique, providing no match with any GenBank record including other *S. vulgaris* mt sequences. Despite sharing a 280-bp repeat with main chromosome 1, the small chromosome 5 appears to be autonomous. No evidence for recombination between it and the main chromosome was found, neither in RNA-seq nor Southern hybridization data. The structure of chromosome 5 is similar to chromosome 4 and to bacterial plasmids, but unlike multimeric chromosome 4, only the monomers of chromosome 5 were observed. Because chromosome 5 is present only in the KRA mt genome, it is dispensable in other mt genomes and may be less likely to code for any function.

Small autonomous mt chromosomes of *S. vulgaris* differ from plasmids described in plant mitochondria including *S. vulgaris* \[[@CR54], [@CR55]\]. They contain no coding sequences, and do not recombine with other mt chromosomes. Their structure resembles bacterial plasmids occurring in the form of supercoiled, linear or relaxed circular DNA. The copy number of small autonomous mt chromosomes is more variable and higher than copy number of large mt chromosomes. Small autonomous mt chromosomes of *S. vulgaris* therefore represent a specific form of plant mtDNA with so far unknown origins and function.

Recombination in the KRA mt genome {#Sec11}
----------------------------------

The 708 bp long chimeric ORF identified as the CMS candidate gene *bobt* in *S. vulgaris* \[[@CR46]\] was a highly differentially expressed feature between F and H plants in the KRA mt transcriptome. Four other chimeric ORFs were either expressed at very low levels or exhibited equivalent levels of transcript abundance in both genders, likely owing to a close proximity to a protein coding gene. These findings strengthen the hypothesized role of *bobt* as a CMS gene.

The *bobt* gene is located on chromosome 2 upstream of the *cob* gene with which it is co-transcribed. The co-transcription of CMS genes with essential protein-coding genes has been observed in several species. For example, orf256 is co-transcribed with *cox1* in wheat \[[@CR56]\], and orf456 is co-transcribed with *cox2* in chili pepper \[[@CR57]\]. The co-transcription of a CMS factor with an essential gene may constrain transcription suppression as a mechanism for fertility restoration because of the need to maintain sufficient production of the essential protein. Homologous recombination across the *cob* repeat in the KRA mt genome overcomes this constraint and releases the *cob* gene from co-transcription with *bobt*. The proportion of particular recombinant configurations of the *bobt* and *cob* genes varies among the plants but does not correlate with gender. This observation suggests, that the recombination across *cob* repeat is not directly involved in CMS in *S. vulgaris*. It will be interesting to investigate, whether the ratio between the alternative variants can be modified by stress conditions or differs across developmental stages.

Our results suggest that rearrangements of plant mt genomes mediated by homologous recombination may influence transcriptional context of essential genes. A similar observation affecting the *cox2* gene in maize was published by \[[@CR58]\]. Homologous recombination between a linear plasmid and mt chromosome, which led to the expression of *orf355/orf77* and male sterility was observed by \[[@CR59]\]. Thus, recombination in plant mt genomes, which is often associated with DNA repair and replication, may also control the expression of vital mt genes.

The comparison of the mt editomes in *S. vulgaris* {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------------------

A comprehensive comparison of the mt editing sites between the mt haplotypes KRA and KOV revealed another layer of nucleotide variation in the mitochondria of *S. vulgaris*. The loss of editing sites observed in the genus *Silene* \[[@CR60]\] has continued at the within-species level in *S. vulgaris*. The substitution of C for T in KRA did not change amino-acid sequence of encoded protein. However, it may affect the evolution of nuclear editing factors responsible for the recognition of the respective editing sites. If editing is not required anymore owing to C to T substitution, the corresponding editing factor may not experience selection and it may start to accumulate mutations. When editing sites are not conserved in the species, crossing may combine mt genome requiring editing at specific positions with nuclear backgrounds that contain editing factors that are less efficient at editing those sites. An example is the defect in plastid RNA editing in the nightshade/tobacco cybrid, which resulted in pigment deficiency \[[@CR61]\].

Thus, within-species polymorphism in editing sites represents an example of nuclear-cytoplasmic interaction which may lead to incompatibilities and subsequently to reproduction barriers among the populations of the same species \[[@CR62]--[@CR64]\]. We may expect higher levels of polymorphism in nuclear editing factors in species with polymorphism in editing sites like *S. vulgaris*. We may also expect the existence of homologous editing sites with highly different editing rates among the haplotypes of this species. We found sites edited to highly different extents in KRA and KOV in the *mttB* and *nad7* genes despite the identical nucleotide sequences of the two genes between the KOV and KRA haplotypes. Three of the four highly differentially edited sites were non-synonymous. Two highly differentially edited non-synonymous sites were located in the *mttB* (also known as *tatC*) gene encoding the subunit of protein translocation complex located in inner mt membrane. We detected a high polymorphism in the nuclear *tatB* gene coding for the subunit interacting with MttB. Fast evolution of organellar genomes may select for compensatory mutations in interacting proteins encoded by nucleus \[[@CR65]--[@CR67]\]. For example, nucleus-encoded subunits of organellar ribosomes have higher amino acid sequence polymorphism than their cytosolic counterparts in species with rapid mt and plastid genome evolution \[[@CR68]\]. The *mttB* genes are identical between KOV and KRA, the predicted variation in amino acid sequences of their products was introduced by editing. Organellar editing may increase the variation in mt proteins and may contribute to relaxed functional constraints of nucleus-encoded subunits. It should, therefore, be considered as an important factor in the co-evolution between nuclear and organellar genomes.

We have also observed sites with low editing extent, which did not pass the threshold values for editing in KOV \[[@CR45]\]. They most often resulted in silent substitutions. The changes in editing sites in *S. vulgaris* follow the general pattern documented at much higher phylogenetic levels of angiosperms \[[@CR69]\].

'Transcription islands' code for RNAs with zero or limited protein-coding capacity. Long non-coding RNAs \> 150 nt were reported in mitochondria of *Arabidopsis* \[[@CR70]\] and tobacco \[[@CR71]\]. There is no information about the specific function of non-coding RNA encoded by plant mtDNA \[[@CR72]\]. However, long non-coding RNA associated with CMS has been recently revealed in the haplotype KOV of *S. vulgaris* \[[@CR45]\]. The existence of shared 'transcription islands' between the KRA and KOV mt transcriptomes and their conserved editing sites suggest possible functional importance of these regions encoding non-coding RNAs.

Conclusions {#Sec13}
===========

Multichromosomal mt genomes of *S. vulgaris* exhibit an unprecedented level of intraspecific variation in sequence content. Inter-genomic recombination also played a major role in their structural and sequence evolution. However not all chromosomes participate in the recombining genetic pool. Small circular non-recombining gene-less chromosomes resembling bacterial plasmids in structure are present in all five completely sequenced mt genomes of *S. vulgaris*. They also share the occasionally transcribed region, which suggests their possible, albeit unknown function.

We report the formation of a co-transcriptional unit by homologous recombination, placing the gene *cob* either under or outside the control of the promoter of the chimeric gene *bobt* in the KRA haplotype. In this manner, the proportion of *cob* copies transcribed from the promoter of the CMS candidate gene *bobt* is influenced by recombination. This observation illustrates the role of homologous recombination in the control of mt gene transcription.

Genetic diversity of mt genomes of *S. vulgaris* is accompanied by the diversity in mt editing sites. The independent losses of three editing sites and the existence of positions with highly different editing rates were detected by the comparison of mt transcriptomes of two haplotypes of *S. vulgaris*. These findings bring evidence about fast evolution of editing sites even within a single species.

Methods {#Sec14}
=======

Plant material {#Sec15}
--------------

Seeds of *Silene vulgaris* KRA haplotype were collected at a site near Krasnoyarsk (Siberia, Russia) in 2010 \[[@CR46]\]. A single F plant was pollinated by an H plant of the same population. The progeny were cultivated in the Institute of Experimental Botany (IEB) greenhouse under supplemental lighting (16/8 h light/ dark) in pots filled with perlite, vermiculite, and coconut coir (1:1:1), and fertilized 2--3 times per week. Three F and three H full-sib individuals were selected and tested for homoplasmy by amplifying, cloning, and sequencing the highly polymorphic *atp1* gene, using the pGEM T-easy vector (Promega, WI, USA). The sequences of all 50 clones from each individual exhibited no differences.

Mt. genome assembly and sequence analysis {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------

The mtDNA extraction procedure was described previously \[[@CR9]\]. Briefly, about 2 g of flower buds (1--3 mm) were ground in grinding buffer and the suspension was filtered through Miracloth and centrifuged. The supernatant was centrifuged at higher speed (12,000 g), and the pellet was immediately utilized to isolate DNA. MtDNA was used to generate 3 kb paired-end library and sequenced on one-half of a plate on a Roche 454 GS_FLX platform with Titanium chemistry at the DNA Sequencing Center at Brigham Young University. We obtained 76 Mb of DNA sequence (343,000 paired-end reads; average fragment length 3 kb) from 454 sequencing run of enriched mt DNA from *S. vulgaris* KRA, which provided \> 80× coverage of the mt genome. The genome assembly and annotation generally followed the procedure described by \[[@CR2]\] using Roche's GS de novo Assembler v2.6 ('Newbler'). After performing an initial assembly, the reads mapping to contigs with \>80× coverage were retrieved and reassembled. The KRA mt genome was annotated according to previously published mt genomes of *S. vulgaris* \[[@CR9]\], tRNA genes were searched using tRNAscan \[[@CR73]\]. The annotated genome sequence was deposited in GenBank under the Genbank accession numbers MH455602-MH455606, and visualized by the OGDRAW software tools \[[@CR74]\]. The sizes and repeats of the KRA chromosomes were visualized by Circos v.0.69 \[[@CR75]\]. Repetitive sequences, plastid-derived regions and shared sequence content were estimated as described by \[[@CR2]\]. ORFs \> 300 bp were detected in Geneious 7.1.5. Phylogenetic relationships were inferred using multiple nucleotide sequence alignment of concatenated protein-coding genes extracted from completely sequenced mt genomes of *S. vulgaris* \[[@CR9], [@CR76]\] and mt genomic draft of *S. vulgaris* subsp. *prostrata* D11 (GenBank accession MH576576) generated by MUSCLE \[[@CR77]\] implemented in Geneious 7.1.5. The alignment was analyzed by the maximum-likelihood (ML) method using RAxML \[[@CR78]\]. A gamma distribution of rate heterogeneity was applied, and bootstrap support of the ML tree was calculated from 1000 pseudoreplicates. The numbers of synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions in the *tatB* gene were estimated by DnaSP v5 \[[@CR79]\]. Sequence similarity in pairwise comparisons was calculated as percent nucleotide identity after excluding indels.

Southern blot hybridizations {#Sec17}
----------------------------

We performed Southern hybridization to analyze genome structure of small autonomous chromosomes and to demonstrate recombination events across the *cob* and *atp6* genes. Total genomic DNA was isolated by a sorbitol extraction method \[[@CR80]\] from leaves or flower buds flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Samples containing about 8 μg of DNA were digested with either a restriction endonuclease (*Bgl*II-HF or *Eco*RI-HF) or with a single-strand cleaving nickase (Nb.*Bss*SI \[chromosome 4 specific\] or Nb*.Bsr*DI \[chromosome 5 specific\]) (New England BioLabs, Frankfurt, Germany). Additional samples were left undigested as a control. The samples were electrophoresed overnight on a 0.9% agarose gel and capillary blotting was performed as described previously \[[@CR9]\]. Probe targeting the regions on chromosomes 4 and 5 or on the *cob* gene were PCR amplified from genomic DNA (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Data Set 6), labeled with digoxigenin (DIG), and hybridized as described previously \[[@CR76]\].

RNA extraction and Illumina sequencing {#Sec18}
--------------------------------------

Strand-specific cDNA libraries were prepared from total RNA after rRNA depletion using the Epicentre Ribo Zero Plant Leaf kit (Cat No. RZPL1224) according to the manufacturer's protocol. All six specimens were sequenced at University of California Davis Genome Center (USA) on a single lane Illumina HiSeq 4000, which generated paired-end reads (2 times 150 cycles). The reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic 0.32 \[[@CR81]\] in paired-end mode with a quality threshold of 20. Reads with a post-trim length less than 140 were removed. Approximately 5.3% read pairs of the entire data set were removed by trimming.

Transcriptome analysis {#Sec19}
----------------------

We generated RNA-seq data from total RNA extracted from flower buds of three F and three H plants of *S. vulgaris* KRA. After rRNA removal and RNA fragmentation, all six samples were sequenced in a single HiSeq 4000 Illumina run, which produced approximately 38 M PE reads per sample; average fragment size was 192 nt. On average, 85% of read pairs passed quality filtering. About 5.2% of clean read pairs per sample were successfully mapped against the KRA mt genome.

Initial alignment was performed using GSNAP v. 2014-12-23 \[[@CR82]\] in paired-end mode using known splice junctions \[[@CR45]\] as a priori information for GSNAP. Read mapping, variant site discovery by HaplotypeCaller module in GATK 3.4 \[[@CR83]\] and transcript abundance estimation followed the procedures described in detail by \[[@CR45]\]. Coverages were normalized as Transcripts Per Kilobase Million (TPM) \[[@CR84]\]. Transcribed sequences in intergenic regions ('transcription islands') were identified using the makewindows function in bedtools v 2.24.0 \[[@CR85]\] to generate 100-bp sliding windows across the mt KRA genome and to compare intergenic and coding regions \[[@CR45]\]. The threshold for 'transcription islands' was approximately 12,000 reads per window in the merged bam file for all samples, which was equivalent to between 1700 and 2200 reads of depth of coverage depending on the sample. The 'islands' (e.g. 1.371387(450)) are named as follows: first number indicates the chromosome, the second number represents the coordinate of the first nucleotide of this region, and the size of the island is given in parentheses. The ORFs are named similarly to 'islands' with 'orf' given in parentheses to distinguish them from 'islands'.

To calculate rates of RNA editing, the SAMtools mpileup function was supplied with the list of variant sites recognized in the first run. Editing extent was calculated as the count of Ts divided by the sum of Cs and Ts. The threshold value to mark editing event was 10%, if at least ten C \> T substitutions were recorded. The editing sites found in the KRA mt genome corresponded to the sites identified in the KOV mt genome \[[@CR45]\] and in *S. latifolia* \[[@CR63]\], which documented that they were not random errors. When lost edits were discovered in the KRA mt genome, less than 0.1% Ts were found among the aligned reads.

Transcript abundance and gene copy number estimation by RT qPCR and qPCR {#Sec20}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Complementary DNA (cDNA) was synthesized using Transcriptor HF Reverse Transcriptase (Roche Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany) and random hexamers as described by \[[@CR45]\]. Three independent RT reactions were set up for each RNA sample. Quantitative PCR was performed using Light Cycler 480 SYBR Green I Master on a LightCycler 480 instrument (Roche Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany). Reaction mixture contained 5 μl 2 times MasterMix, primers in specific concentrations (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Data Set 6) and 2.5 μl of 20 times diluted first-strand cDNA in a total volume of 10 μl. Cycling conditions were the same as described by \[[@CR45]\]. Each cDNA sample was measured three times, and means and standard deviations were calculated from six values (2 cDNAs times 3 measurements). Gene copy number was estimated by qPCR in the same way as transcript abundance. The intragenomic ratio of mt gene copy numbers was estimated relative to the mt *rrn18* gene. The ratio between mt DNA and nuclear DNA was measured relative to nuclear 18S rDNA. Each estimation was repeated four times.
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